
MARRIAGE
“A long-term mating arrangement that is socially
sanctioned and that typically involves economic, social,
and reproductive cooperation between the partners”
Regan, 2003

In most cultures, marriage is not an informal arrangement

Formal and the process of getting married encompasses
many traditions

1.  A selection process: identification of a potential
spouse (by dating) or the arrangement by the families or a
match maker
2.  Formal proposal: To the potential spouse or the
spouse’s family.  Usually the man or man’s family asks
Symbol of The engagement ring
3.  Often a distinct period of preparation (which can
include in some cultures sex education or preparation for
the wedding)
4.  The marriage ceremony itself
5.  Wedding night

In some cultures, Proof that the couple consummated
the marriage

In a homogeneous culture, everyone pretty well knows
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what is done and by whom.  In a heterogeneous culture,
you often find two people (and their respective families)
attempting to make things work together. 

“More and more it appears that biologically men are
designed for short, brutal lives and women for long
miserable ones.”  Brown and Amatea (2000)
=

Monogamous or Polygamous?
Evolutionary psychologists see marriage as the meeting
point of two somewhat conflicting evolutionary issues

To ensure the survival of the species each man needs to
be ready, willing, and able to impregnate as many woman
as need babies.   The number of men in relation to
women, especially in older times, is/was smaller

Dual Mating Strategies of Men and Women

“If men and women mate with different partners, they
will produce a greater genetic variation among their
offsprings, which increases the chances of some
genetically superior results.  But each child needs long-
lasting care, protection, and training in order to survive
and develop its genetic potential.”  Brown & Amatea
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The situation is balanced by homo sapiens being a 
migratory species, meaning that we pair with people of
different communities 

DID HUMANS EVOLVE TO BE MONOGAMOUS?

Australopithecus afarensis

In contrast to other primates like gorillas, bonobos, and chimps,
early huminid’s were physiological differences is ways that
suggest a tendency to monogamy

Lucy was a descendant of a new kind of primate built for social
monogamy.  A. afarensis males blended an upright stance and
unusually small, nonthreatening canine teeth.  And the female
anatomy masked signs of ovulation through features such as
permanently enlarged breasts.

Reno and Lovejo of Kent University take the position that the
behavior of gorillas or chimps can’t serve as a model for Lucy
and her contemporaries.

Reno and Lovejoy theorizes that males probably obtained food
consistently by forming working alliances, mainly among close
relatives.  Each successful provider thus upped his chances of
being accepted as a female’s sole mate, the best way to ensure
that he would become a dad [and from what we have already
considered assurances for the female of a partner to provide
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resources to her.  

“These data. . .greatly increase the probably that the
reproductive strategy of A. Afarensis was prinipally
monogamy.” Reno, et al. 2003

Monogamy

Serial Pairbonding (or Serial Monogamy)

Polygyny

84% of all known societies are polygamous to some
extent that the overwhelming majority favor men taking
multiple wives.  (Fisher, 1992) But in these societies that
majority of marriages are monongenous.

Al-Krenawi & Gurion
Bedouin-Arab senior wives in polygamous marriages
compared to woman monogamous marriages had lower
self esteem, higher complaints of loneliness and reported
poorer relationships with there husbands. 

In another study Al-Krenawi & Gurion (2001) found that
among 100 senior wives & 87 junior wives in the Gaza
Strip. junior wives were less dissatisfied than senior
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wives who scored significantly lower on self esteem
scores.

Polyandry (pol-y-an-dry)
A woman has many husbands; Uncommon

Polygynandry (Cenogamy)
A group of men and women living together and sharing
partners.  This is what Chimpanzees practice

ENGAGEMENT
Preparation for The Union

A culturally influence practice designating: 
a period of time before marriage vow
ceremonies (Engagement showers)

Premarital Sex versus Celibacy

BACHELOR/BACHELORETTE PARTY

“The bacelorette party is a means for expressing oneself
sexually and acknowledging the sexual element of one’s
identity.”  Montemurro, 2003

ARRANGED MARRIAGES
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Politically, economically, and in terms of social status, the
marriage is not just between a man and a woman, but an
alliance of two families 

TYPES OF MARRIAGES

Traditional Marriage
Identified with Patriarchal societies

Head and Master Laws
State laws that permitted a husband to have final say
regarding all household decisions and jointly own
property without his wife knowledge or consent

In Harper’s magazine December 1951 an editorial which
in part was a reaction to an “unsettling new
phenomenon:” Two-income families, in which both
husband and wife went out to work to pay for a “more
ambitious lifestyle.”

“I’d be ashamed to let my wife work.”

The Modern Marriage

This developed in the late 1940s, after World War II
More common among middle and upper classes in
America, as well as among Western-influenced upper
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classes in more patriarchal societies.

In modern marriage, husband still tend to lead in decision
making, with wives operating more like a junior partner.

Role specialization is less pervasive.

Egalitarian Marriage
Associated with post industrial cultures, especially in
Western Europe and suburban America

Characterized by shared role and responsibility in all
aspects of married life.

Young and Wilmott (1973) call this type of marriage
symmetrical because gender does not determine the
division of labor and because the bases of
interdependence are based on similar attitudes, skills and
abilities rather than complementary attitudes, skills
abilities (i.e., different but nesting together.) 

Peplau (1993) concluded that even for couples who
intellectually endorse an ideal of equality, both equal
decision making power and no role specialization are
often not realized.
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OPEN MARRIAGE 

Defined as a “marriage in which there is an explicit
agreement that sexual relationships outside the primary
pair-bond are acceptable.” Rubin and Adams.  Not
considered infidelity since sex outside the union is agreed
to. 

How common?
Married couples15-26%
Cohabiting couples: 28%
Lesbian couples: 29%
Gay male couples: 65%

Rubin & Adams (1986) in a follow up to their 1978 study
found that 68% of the sexually open couples and 82% of
the sexually exclusive group were still together.  This
difference was statistically significant.

MARRIAGE VERSUS CO-HABITATION

Cohabitation increasingly popular to seek a more or less
permanent partnership with another person

As Regan notes “cohabitation resembles a marital
relationship in that it is essentially a committed pairbond
or monogamous union between two individuals who live
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together and who coordinate their economic, social, and
sexual (and sometimes reproductive) activities.”

For some co-habitation is a way to circumvent some
negative legal or tax consequence

For some the notion of marriage is obsolete
Parents were divorced or the areligious couple considers
marriage a religion sacrament 

AFTER THE MARRIAGE CEREMONY

The Honeymoon - a period of satisfaction, well-being,
and being in love. But then. . .there is a let down

Regan sites research that reveals that both husbands and
wives become increasingly dissatisfied with their level of
positivity in their relationships

Gottman and Gottman found that 69% of couple conflicts
are perpetual, i.e., they never get resolved.  Relationships
work to the extent that people have chosen a relationship
with a set of perpetual problems with which the partbners
can learn to live.
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Johnson’s Law
Everyone is difficult to live with.  Everyone.

Marriages are complex arrangements, especially in our
culture:

Not just a physical union
Not just sharing the same space but resources

Attention (disappointment)
Money

Different needs and wants
Different Cultures and Family backgrounds

Different Personalities
Different styles for dealing with conflict and stress

Everyone can be a jerk or jerkette at times

For women in our culture: More affiliating tendencies
where husbands tend to be more independent

Gottman and associated found evidence that
Companionate Love provide “glue that holds the
relationship together.”

The more fondness for his wife the husband expresses, or
the more glue he puts into the relationship, the more
satisfied the wife is with the marriage over the transition
to parenthood.” p67
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Gottman and Krokoff (1989) found that “conflict
engagement of a specific kind may be functional for a
marriage longitudinally, but conflict that is indicative of
defensiveness, stubbornness, and withdrawal (particularly
on the part of husbands) may be dysfunctionally
longitudinally.”  P 51

In terms of recommendations for marriage, our
results suggest that wives should confront
disagreement and should not be overly compliant,
fearful, and sad but should express anger and
contempt.  Husbands should also engage in conflict
but should not be stubborn or withdrawn.  Neither
spouse should be defensive.  Gottman & Krokoff,  p 51

FORGIVENESS

 Research by Davila (2004) supports the importance of
forgiveness in conflict resolution within marriage.

Spouses often hurt one another unintentionally and “in
the absence of forgiveness, it may be common for
lingering effects to exert their influence on subsequent
efforts to resolve marital problems.”  On the other hand
avoidance of issues and retaliation can easily derail
efforts to constructively problem solve.  Her findings”
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Husbands’ retaliation and avoidance was reliably
associated with problematic interactions, whereas wives
lack of benevolence—the positive, approach dimension of
forgiveness, was strongly associated with problematic
interactions.
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